
Whitley Bay Rally Report 
 

by David Gambles 
 
The 2006 Whitley Bay rally took place on a fine warm day on Sunday 23rd July, visitor numbers 
reflecting the good weather, with the crowds starting early and continuing late into the afternoon. 
 
Demands on the free seafront bus service were such that duplicates were required from 11-30am 
onwards and as usual a good selection of vehicles shared the duties. 
 
Go Ahead kindly supplied two vehicles this year which allowed us to run a half hour service to the 
Stephenson Railway for most of the day which avoided the overcrowding experienced in previous 

years. The buses concerned being Route 19 liveried Wright Solar bodied Scania NK53 UNY and 
recently acquired Alexander bodied Volvo B10BLE S 590 KJF. This bus being part of a number of 
buses unusually purchased second hand by Go Ahead in order to boost fleet numbers. 
 

 
Alexander bodied Volvo B10BLE S 590 KJF in X11 livery – Photo Phil Logie 

 
At this event we try to attract passing visitors by having a line up of single deck vehicles facing the 
road and this year we had Durham & District Bristol L5G, two Leyland PS1’s one in Premier Coaches 
livery and also one in the bright yellow Stephenson’s livery. We had the Swans of Berwick Bedford 
SBG together with Scotts Greys Burlingham Seagull, as well as the Aycliffe Bristol LHS alongside the 
Bristol SUL4A in red West Yorkshire livery. A number of favourable comments were made about this 
line up, as to some extent it recreated a scene from the past, as the site was formally the main 
Whitley Bay coach park where dozens of interesting coaches would have been parked during the 
heyday of coach travel. 
 
Amongst the other entrants was Roger Burdett’s OTA 640 G a 1969 ex Royal Blue, Bristol RELH6G 
coach with ECW bodywork which had made the long journey from the Uttoxeter area in around four 
hours. It had previously visited the Metro centre rally in 1994 and since then has been painted in the 
smart white National Express livery of its day and this year has benefited from a re-trim of the seats. 
 
Another coach from outside the area was MSF 750 P the rare 1976 Seddon Pennine with C42FT 
Alexander bodywork. This Gardner 6HLXB engined coach was one of six 12 metre long vehicles 
originally purchased to operate on the Edinburgh to London services and as a result clocked up huge 
mileages during their time in service.  



Graham Greaves from Henry Cooper Coaches brought RM180 XVS 830 (previously VLT 180) which 
is one of the so called Dartmasters, this being an RM version which went through the Marshall heavy 
refurbishment programme just a few years ago and now recently retired from service. It was said that 
the refurbishment cost over £40,000 per vehicle and was intended to keep them in service for many 
years – until Ken Livingstone and company did a complete U turn and got rid of the main fleet quicker 
than it took to refurbish them. These vehicles are now well sought after having been fitted with 
Cummins Euro 3 engines and Alison transmission. 
 
Another visitor from Henry Coopers was PT 2053 the 1923 Daimler which took part in the free bus 
service and made an astonishing sight trundling along the seafront. Unfortunately this bus disgraced 
itself on its way back to Annitsford, a seized engine being suspected. 
 
Two awards were made at the event, John Fleet, Town Centres Manager, and Gerard Butler, 
Company Secretary of the Ribble Vehicle Preservation Trust were unanimous in voting Daimler PT 
2053 as best single decker and were equally in agreement in awarding the NEBPT Atlantean 268 the 
award for best double decker at the show.  

 
RML CUV 265 C  & Alexander bodied Leyland Atlantean SCN 268 S - Photo Phil Logie 

 
As has become usual now, we always have a good number of AEC Routemasters at our rallies and 
this event was no exception. As well as the usual local entries from Paul Ogilvie and Steve Griffin we 
saw RML CUV 265 C entered by Tom Hawkin of Middlesbrough and East Yorkshire liveried VLT 188 
which travelled up from Yorkshire for the day.  
 
Atlantean 268 was making its first rally attendance since refurbishment and it certainly looked 
splendid on the day, creating great all round interest, the end result being a great credit to the 
NEBPT. Grateful thanks must go to everyone who had a hand in turning this undoubted caterpillar 
into the butterfly it now is. 
 
We look forward to lining up 268, 838 and 290 at Seaburn as they will make a fine sight and give a 
good representation of our local vehicle scene in the 1980’s. 
 
I would like to thank all vehicle owners who brought their vehicles to the rally and to those who used 
them on the seafront service.  


